HEAD PROTECTION

HELMET
DIAMOND5
NAME: “BASEBALL CAP” SHAPE SAFETY HELMET
Size: Adjustable
Colour:
Blue - Green - Orange - Red - White - Yellow

Description :

ABS safety helmet. Innovative “baseball cap” shape to improve the vertical
vision. Also tested for front back wearing, to reduce encumbrance. Textile
harness. Foam sweat band. Innovative button adjustment. 2 possible
positions of the headband (top/low) for a better comfort. Electrical insulation. Fluo colors and retroreflective bands
for high visibility day and night.

Materials: ABS, Weight : 368 g
COST: 407 MUR + VAT
ALSO AVAILABLE: CHINSTRAP: 49 MUR + VAT

Pheos IES helmet (requires pheos glasses)
Description :

IES ensures eyewear is always where is should be, Normally, when
combining helmets and safety eyewear products, the position of
eyewear always directly depends on that of the helmet shell. If the
helmet unexpectedly shifts as a result of sudden movement, this
inevitably means the visor moves, which can be dangerous as it
changes light conditions. IES stands for Integrated Eyewear System
and the name says it all: With this system, uvex pheos safety spectacles
can be pushed up inside the uvex pheos helmet or pulled down to sit
on the nose. The sliding element is jointed so that movement of the
helmet does not impact the eyewear.

ALSO AVAILABLE: LEATHER CHINSTRAP: 100 MUR + VAT

Pheos E helmet (also for use by electricians)
Description :

Suitable for use by electricians as helmet shell is fully closed. Adapter
systems for uvex visors, uvex earmuffs and lamps with helmet
attachment. Certified in accordance with EN 397 with the additional
requirement: -30 °C = provides protection even in extremely low
temperatures. MM = molten metal (splash).
Certified in accordance with EN 50365 (1000 V AC). Conventional
suspension harness for a comfortable fit

COST: 270 MUR + VAT

ALSO AVAILABLE: CHINSTRAP: 140 MUR + VAT

ALSO AVAILABLE: With rotating size adjuster
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HELMET
Pheos Alpine
Description :

Multifunctional helmet for working at heights and rescue operations.
Combination of features from the industrial protection helmet in
accordance with EN 397 and with the EN 12492 requirements for
climbing helmets. Light ABS helmet shell offers high level of protection
and durability. The 6-point textile suspension harness ensures an
optimum fit and comfort. Clips for attaching extras with elastic band, e.g.
wide vision goggles and LED climbing helmet torch.

COST: 1,650 MUR + VAT

U-cap Sport (Bump Cap)
Description :

Thanks to the dual practice concept, all employees can be kitted out in the same
design: according to requirements, the uvex u-cap sport is available with an
integrated hard shell or as a plain baseball cap. To be consistent with corporate
design, a design or logo can be stitched onto the uvex u-cap sport in line with your
individual specifications.

COST: 370 MUR + VAT

U-cap Premium (Bump Cap)
Description : Uvex u-cap takes natures innova- tive design
and combines it with comfort for your safety.
The ergonomic inner shell offers complete flexibility which can
perfectly adjust to any head shape and provides extra protec- tion
for the back of the head due to the low profile.
The premium version boasts a sophisticated interior design
consisting of four layers of shock-absorbing foam and highly
absorbent fleece which are woven into a breathable mesh.
COST: 640 MUR + VAT

FACE SHIELD
9705.014 (Acetate lens)
Description :

Lightweight and inexpensive visor made of robust plastic with inte- grated
forehead cover. Twist ratchet enables simple and relia- ble adjustment to any
head size. Flip-up mechanism allows the visor to be set in any position. Easy lens
replacement.

COST: 880 MUR + VAT
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